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This week the nation’s First Family traipsed off to Martha’s Vineyard,
Massachusetts for their summer holiday. In the midst of the summer doldrums
and before the pre-school year rush, the Obama family is enjoying some rest
and relaxation in New England. The Northeast vacation seems, somehow,
presidential. The Kennedy’s had Hyannis Port, George Bush 41 used
Kennebunkport, Maine. Who of a certain age could forget the first President
Bush on that August afternoon two decades ago, from his vacation home, urging
Americans to “recreate prudently” after the Iraqi’s had invaded Kuwait? It
seemed strange and foreign to me years later when his son, President Bush 43,
named a ranch in Texas “The Western White House,” and started spending

summers in the south. At first I wondered who voluntarily goes to live in
Texas during the Summer, but later understood, as he spent so much of the
other seasons there.

Would it seem better if the President spent a solid, vacation free year in the
beltway and shepherded his agenda through the houses of congress? Fifty
years ago, President Kennedy could afford to take a holiday. He’d inherited
the enormous peace time arms stock pile and an economy that would work

for the next decade. The advisors had only just started to funnel into Vietnam
and manufacturing jobs were still a reality. President Obama enjoys no such
luxuries. Two wars, the re-invention of the American workforce with an
information technology base and an economy in flux is this President’s reality.
Martha’s Vineyard is wonderful, but maybe he should go to Iowa. Or Elkhart,
Indiana. Or Dearborn, Michigan. The Obamas deserve a well earned
vacation as much as the rest of us, but that’s just the point. We all need a

break.
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